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Darkseed (CD32)
Mike Dawson is a science fiction

writer who just bought an old Victo-
rian house. As he explores his new
home, he finds much more than ever
expected. You, as Mike, have in your
hands control the fate of two worlds.
There is the world as we know it and
the dark world of an ancient and dying
civilization. More terrifying than your
worst nightmare, you must unravel the
secret of the sinister plot and travel
down the dark passage to their world.
All of humanity is depending on you
and your time is running out so choose
carefully. Explore over 75 locations
with real-time animation. No typing is
necessary, simply use the point-and-
click interface to move through the
movie like storyline with its twists,
realistic voices and sound effects.
Cyberdreams, Inc.,

PGA Tour Golf (A500,600,1200)
PGA Tour Golf calls itself the

most accurate and addictive Computer
Golf Simulation. Real tournaments are
played on actual Tournament Players

Club courses.  You can read the greens
with the all new 3D contoured grid
which exposes each subtle curve.
Specialty shots are available for tough
spots.  Choose from chip and punch
shots or a fringe putt. The game gives
you TV style views including a
panoramic aerial fly-by of the hole and
instant replay. Three authentic courses
are featured, including TPC at

Sawgrass, TPC at Avenel, and PGA
West. Compete against 60 PGA Tour
Pros in 4 round tournament play with
1 to 4 human or computer opponents.
Electronic Arts

Brian the Lion (CD32)
Meet the funkiest feline on two

legs. Brain the Lion stars in this wild
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adventure for the CD32. Brian lives on
an island off the coast of Africa. Most
of the time you’ll find him taking cat
naps or chewing the fat with his best
pal, Chris the Crystal. However, his
cozy life has been rudely interrupted
by a big ugly monster named Geeza
who has kidnapped Chris. It seems
that Chris has prismatic powers which
he can use to hypnotize all the jungle.

Geeza wants to get in on this action
and crown himself King of the beasts.
Brain is armed only with a mighty roar
and a pair of Bermuda shorts. He must
save his friend and the rest of the
animals. To do this he must take on
wave after wave of Geeza’s brain-
washed followers. Help Brian to
recoup his crown and save the jungle.
Psygnosis

Fields of Glory (CD32)
This battlefield action and

leadership game takes place in 1815 as
Napoleon escaped from exile on the
island of Elba, returned to France and
made his way to Paris in triumph. His
disbanded troops once again took up
arms and flocked to him rejoicing in
his return as Emperor of France. The
Allies were stunned and the Anglo-
Allied army commanded by the Duke
of Wellington decided to combine with
the Prussians to defeat him. Napoleon
marched north and drove a wedge
between the two armies and the lines
were drawn for the Waterloo Cam-
paign. You can take control of the
Anglo-Allied, French or Prussian
forces. You control thousands of
troops in close-up conflicts or select
wider, tactical views. Issue your orders
quickly and effortlessly with the point-
and-click interface. Experience battles
and the tense excitement of warfare
from small engagements to the huge
battles of Waterloo and Ligny.
Microprose

Litil Divil (CD32)
Join MUTT and his incredible adven-
tures in this cartoon animated adven-
ture. The sands of time in the under-
world trickle slowly and the Grand
Council  meeting approaches. He who
draws the shortest straw must venture
forth into the Labyrinth of Chaos to
bring back the Mystic Pizza of Plenty.
Each year since the beginning of
recorded time, one has gone forth.
None has ever returned. MUTT draws
the shortest straw and our hero must
go forth towards the foreboding
entrance of the labyrinth. Features
include highly detailed animation and
graphics, five levels with over 50
rooms to explore, self mapping
Labyrinth of dangerous tunnels, traps
and treasures, and a huge range of
puzzles, problems, felons and foes.
Gremlin Graphics Software

Bubble and Squeak (CD32)
This isn’t a platform game, it isn’t

a puzzle game and it isn’t a shoot ‘em-
up. It’s all three rolled into one. Your
mission is to guide Bubble through
level after level of platform action
involving flying elephants, ducks with
baseball bats, and countless other
wacky creatures. Collect a submarineFields of Glory by Microprose

Could this be your Waterloo?
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token and you’ll get a chance to shoot
it out under water with the evil Kat-o-
Nine-Tails and his fishy friends. Each
shoot ‘em up is tougher than the one
before. Bubble also takes his monster
friend Squeak along. This should help,
however, its a bit of a puzzle as Squeak
is not as agile as Bubble and none to
bright either. Just give Squeak some
bubble gum and he’ll let you ride on
his back so you can jump all over those
pesky creatures that keep getting in
your way. If you can find the right
gum he’ll be able to fly. Kick Squeak
and he’ll curl up in a ball and roll
around the landscape at supersonic
speed.
Audiogenic Software Ltd

Clockwiser (All Amigas)
Clockwiser is a puzzle game with

over 100 levels of mind-bending fun.
Just make the left hand of the screen
match that on the right. Sounds easy?
You’ll need to move ‘em beam ‘em up,
use bombs (careful now), cope with
self-generating diamonds and more.
This also has to be done within a
limited period of time. Clockwiser
comes complete with a puzzle editor
which means that you can produce
your own puzzles. Decide on your
own background color, select the
elements and make up the starting
puzzle. Choose a different element and
then add to the puzzle and so on.
Rasputin Software

Super Stardust (A1200)
In this title you are the world’s

leading aerial combat pilot and you
must take control of the Panther PX-2.
You must not only blow apart all
meteors careening your way but also
repel the alien forces. Experience 30
levels of action, 256 color graphics and
12 channel music. Included are four
spectacular tunnel sequences, hordes
of 3-D ray-traced enemies, underwater
missions and two special secret
missions.
You’ve only got 13 hours to save the
galaxy!  The Evil Professor Schaumund
is back. A year ago he launched the
most violent attack on your galaxy in
the hope of imprisoning the beautiful
princess Voi Levi. Even though his evil
agents bombarded the galaxy in an
attempt to crush all resistance, but you
in your small but powerful Lynx X1

defeated the evil genius. But now his
army is more terrifying and his goal is
still to conquer the galaxy and enslave
the princess. He does not mind
sacrificing millions of innocent lives to
achieve this. Once again the galaxy is
depending on you. Now you have an
all new, super powerful Panther PX2
fighter, but remember that Professor
Schaumund is bent on revenge. Good
Luck!

Team 17

Superfrog (CD32)
The evil old witch has turned the

Prince of the Magic Kingdom into a
bright green frog and stole away with
his loved one. But as it turns out, life is
not just doom and gloom for the once
regal,  but now green and warty hero.
A strange and powerful elixir just
happens to float down the stream and
catches his attention. He takes a swig
and, after a few minor explosions, he
becomes Superfrog. With his new
found boundless courage and determi-
nation he sets out for the Magic Forest.
He knows he must get back his girl,
vanquish the curse, and give that old
witch what she truly deserves.
Features include 360 degree scrolling,
32 color cartoon style graphics, eight
musical scores,secret rooms, hidden
rewards and skill levels which cater to
younger (or older) players.
Team 17

Disney’s The Lion King (A1200 only)

Disney’s The Lion King brings the
majesty and mystery of Africa to life.
The tale is played out through the tale
of Simba, a lion cub faced with the all
challenging transition to maturity. In
this game you can be a part of the
adventure. After being driven into the
wilderness by his evil Uncle Scar,
Simba finds his salvation with Pumbaa
the warthog and Timon the meerkat.
Your job is to tackle the heinous
hyenas in the elephant’s graveyard
and avoid the trampling hooves of
stampeding wildbeest. All this while
fighting your way through 7 levels of
play to help ensure Simba’s claim to
his rightful place as The Lion King.
Options include: difficulty levels - the
harder the setting, the less Simba
characters and Continues you have to
play with; Music may be turned on or

off; a sound test which allows you to
listen to all sound effects and music
used, just select a sound from the list
presented as you would an option; and
Triggers allows you to change the
basic controls.
Disney Software

Rise of the Robots (CD32)

Rise of the Robots is called a ‘‘new
generation’’ computer game designed
to combine state-of-the-art program-
ming design and graphics display. It
was created using the Auto Desk 3-D
Studioš CAD software package. The
various objects in the game were
created by Mirage’s artists in their
basic component form and once
assembled are then colored and
textured thus completing the render-
ing process. Rise takes you into a
future world which is highly industri-
alized. In this world a supreme super-
tech society has been created. For this
technology, however, the planet has
paid a heavy price. The lands and
oceans have been plundered for raw
materials and are irretrievably
polluted. All life support is now
manufactured in population centers.
Controlling the production is a ruling
politico-military class. Internal social
disorder is commonplace. Both
military and trade wars between city
states are regularly instituted as a
means of population control. The
servants of society are the robots.
Electrocorp is the planet’s major robot
manufacturer. The Supervisor has
successfully run the plant for several
months but has become infected with a
highly pernicious computer Ego Virus
which has corrupted her behavioral
programming and has created a
vicious psychotic personality. You are
the human-based Cyborg which has
been chosen to seek out and destroy
her before she takes over the factory
and reprograms its robot-workers.
Mirage

Subwar 2050 The Underwater Combat
Simulation (CD32)

The year is 2050 AD. The oceans have
become a vital source of food, energy,
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and minerals. Exploitation of the sea
has been turned into the most lucrative
industry. It is a wealth that must be
defended but the environment favors
stealthy sabotage. As a mercenary sub
pilot, you will be fighting fierce battles
for corporate territory deep beneath
the sea. This title allows you to explore
thousands of square miles of accu-
rately mapped 3-D underwater
seascapes. There are four different
multi-mission campaigns: the Antarc-
tic Ocean, the North Atlantic, the
South Chine Sea and the Sea of Japan.
Four types of submarines are included,
such as deep-sea exploration vessels,
reconnaissance subs and highly
maneuverable fighter submarines.
‘Simulated Combat’ mode allows you
to master such maneuvers as Knuckles
and Deep Dives before entering a
mission. Each campaign also has a
running storyline to link missions
together, while a comprehensive
training scenario allows you to learn
the art of underwater combat.
Microprose

Mortal Kombat II

Nothing can prepare you for this. Shao
Kahn’s  Outworld tournament  first
tests a warrior’s fighting skill by
pitting him against each of the
formidable Earth warriors. Meters in
the upper-left and upper-right corners
of the screen measures the health of
the warriors during their battles. The
meters begin green, but each hit adds
an amount of red signifying injury. If
the bar becomes completely red that
warrior is knocked out and the round
goes to the opponent. Should time run
out first, the warrior with the less
injury is declared the victor. Once a
warrior has defeated the other
kombatants in the tournament, he then
takes on the first of his Outworld
hosts, the demon Shang Tsung. Tsung
possesses both powerful magic and
considerable physical skill. Should you
defeat him, the next opponent is the
massive Kintaro. He is of the same race
of half-human dragons which
spawned Goro. Due to the defeat of his
comrade at the hands of a mere mortal,
he has entered this tournament bent on
revenge. Shao Kahn granted him this
privilege in exchange for his servitude.
Defeating Kinatro proves a warrior
worthy of meeting Shao Kahn himself

in battle. You must defeat him to end
his rule and become the Supreme
Warrior. It is compatible with the
A500, A500+, A600, A1200, A3000 with
1Mb RAM (Min), Joystick or Joypad.
Not hard drive installable.
Aklaim

Shaq-Fu

Shaq brings his awesome skill and size
to a multi-world fighting game. You
are Shaq. You must use your lightning-
fast Shurken and other martial art
techniques to prevail over 11 intensely
evil warriors in the enforcement of
justice. Or you may choose any of the
12 warriors and fight head to head.
Summon Voodoo’s bone shattering
earthquake, rebound with Rajah’s
shockwave or lash out with Sett’s
terrifying mummy wrap. Included are
many secret power moves to discover
and master. Compatible with A500,
A500+, A600, A1200, A1500, A2000,
A3000, A4000, 1MB sys RAM required,
AmigaDOS v1.3 or above, joystick
required.
Ocean


